
Find-A-Song Assignment (FAS) 

Search the Web for a song that meets the listed prompts and fill in the information. You will turn in two 

song selections. Some guidelines for this assignment are as follows. 

• Please make sure all your selections are school appropriate. 

• You may not use the same song for more than one FAS. 

• You are encouraged to explore a range of musical styles. No two consecutive FASs may be of the same 

style. 

• If you do not have access to musical recordings at home, there are other sources available. You can 

use YouTube, visit the public library, or ask for help. 

            

Due Date: 5/22/2020 

Find a song that… 

Uses an interesting or unusual instrument (tone color). 

Name of Song: 

Source (name of album): 

Composer (who wrote the song): 

Recording Artist (who performed and recorded the song): 

Year of Recording: 

Year of Composition (Copyright): 

How do you know that this song fits the above criteria? 

What genre or style does this song fit into? How do you know? 

What do you like about this song? 

What don’t you like about this song? 

List at least three other facts that you know (or found out) about this song. (Instruments, musical 

elements, interesting facts) 

 

 

 

 

 



Find a song that… 

Has a strong repeating melody. 

Name of Song: 

Source (name of album): 

Composer (who wrote the song): 

Recording Artist (who performed and recorded the song): 

Year of Recording: 

Year of Composition (Copyright): 

How do you know that this song fits the above criteria? 

What genre or style does this song fit into? How do you know? 

What do you like about this song? 

What don’t you like about this song? 

List at least three other facts that you know (or found out) about this song. (Instruments, musical 

elements, interesting facts) 

 


